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               (Received June 14, 1975)

                                Abstract

        3-workpiece lapping process is simulated on a digital cornputer and the principal

    characteristics of the profile change in the process are studied by making a qualitative

    comparison between the results of simulated and actual ones. Based upon the char-

    acteristics, a linear vector differential equation is derived to describe the process ma-

    thematically. The theory of dynamic programming together with the notion of a
    multistage process is applied to the problem of attaining the prescribed tolerance of

    flatness.

                             1. Introduction ･

    3-workpiece lapping consists of a succession of abrading pairs of an upper

work and a lower one chosen from among the prepared three workpieces. The

process is a version of so-called Whitworth's lapping in the sense that the present

one is mechanically performed, while Whitworth's manually. The process is stil!

important as a precision machining to get flat surfaces. The characteristics of the

process, however, seem so far not to have been investigated.

    The fbrmer half of this paper is devoted to getting the principal characteristics

which govern the change in surface form in the abrasion process, and to the derivation

of an equation to describe the behavior. A simulation program was written to

compare the simulated result with the actual process.

    In the latter halL the construction of 3-workpiece lapping is discussed. That

is, with the notion of a system, each abrasion process in the lapping can be regarded

as a subsystem of the fu11 system of the lapping. Then the equation obtained in

the former half plays the role of the state equation of each subsystem. The con-

vergence to fiat surfaces in the process, however, depends on the length of time fbr

which the workpieces are abraded in each subsystem. Hence we introduce the

conception of a multistage decision problem. In other words, the system of 3-

workpiece lapping consists of a sequence of such subsystems, and since the key to

the convergence is the lapped time (or distance) in each subsystem as stated above,

the decision of the length of lapping time must be made in each subsystem. Thus

the theory of dynamic programming is applied to seek the optimal policy in the sense

of the minimum time to attain the prescribed tolerance of flatness.

 *
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       2. Simulation of the abrasion process and postulates for it

    The simulater was designed to simulate the change in cross-sectional fbrms of

the pair of workpieces in the direction of the reciprocating motion of the lapping

apparatus.

    The postulates fbr the simulation are as follows.

    1. The probability of the existence of a grain is equivalent everywhere on the

       surface. The distribution of grain size is gaussian.

    2. When a grain is to cut the material, the depth of cut is proportional to the

       depth of penetration into the surface.

    3. Abrasives are rigid and do not fracture.

   The flow diagram is shown in Fig. 1. The initial profiles are given by (parabola

+gaussian random numbers), and after each prescribed lapping distance profiles

are measured and approximated by parabolas employing the method of least squares.

Start

Give an initial

profile a (vector).

Give grains and
their sizes.

Decide, by itera-
tion, the effective
grains and their
depths of penetration.

Cutting

Print out the newly
generated profile aL

Move the
upper work

Fig. 1

NO
Over?

YES
              S top

. Flow diagram for simulation

                   3. Experimentalprocedure

Conditions

   dimensions of surfaces: 40 mm (length)×20 mm (width)

   stroke of reciprocating motion : 20 mm

   lappingdistanceperminute: 2m!min

   abrasive:' GC#400
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       vehicle: rapeoil '
       volume ratio ofgrains to vehicle: 30%

    The main part of the apparatus is shown in Fig. 2. The apparatus is designed

to have three degrees of freedom with ball bearings numbered @ and @, and a shaft

@ in the figure. That is, the weight @ can move up apd down, and rotate around

the x axis, and the upper workpiece @ held by its holder @ is connected to the

weight through the shaft @, which allows the workholder to freely rotate around.

Such conditions are similar to those in the simulation.
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                     Fig.2. ExperimentalApparatus

    Lapping is performed in a mixture of oil and abrasives, i.e., a kind of so-called

wet lapping. As we have mentioned with regard to the simulation in the previous

section, the profiles are measured and approximated by parabolas employing the

method of least squares after each 10 meter lapping.

    The results so got are shown in Fig. 3 (load: 5.2 kg). In the figure ai and a2

are for upper and lower specimens, respectively. a's are the coeMcients of the

parabolas, z=a(x-L12)2+c used fbr an approximation of profiles. In order to

facilitate abrasives' getting into between the specimens, the weight together with the

upper workpiece is lifted and'released from the lower work at regular interval. In

the case of Fig. 3, the interval is 4 meters. Setting it at 1 meter Fig. 4 is obtained.

         4. Discussion on the characteristics of the proMe change

   The experimental results show that the profile (in vector fbrm) tends to gradually

approach an asymptote whose position depends on some conditions, mainly on
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load and on interval at which the weight is Iifted. The slope of the asymptote is

considered to always be -45 deg.. Such a situation also holds true in the simu-･

lation, the results of which are shown in Fig. 5. The velocity of the change in

profile is represented as the resultant of two vectors T(a) and vo which are perpen-

dicular to and in the direction of the asymptote, respectively (refer to Fig. 6). The

former component is considered to be a characteristic by which the profile tends to

approach the asymptote. For simplicity, assume that the asymptote passes through

the origin of (ai, a2) plane, then its equation is given by

                            ai+a2 ==O ".""-"".(1)
and this means the absolute values of ai and a2 are equal to each other when on the

asymptote, i.e., they are completely coincident with each other. In both the actual

and the simulated processes, however, the asymptotes lie a little away from the

origin and the value of the right-hand side of Eq. (1) is, say, b and never O*. The

sign of b is negative in the actual process and positive in the simulation. Such a

difference in the sign of b comes from the fact that in the simulation abrasives are

distributed uniformly on the surface, but such is not the case in the experiment, i.e.,

abrasives are to be supplied from both ends of the surface of the lower specimen,

so they rest more at the ends than at the inner part. This implies the necessity of

* `Never zero' is for the present cases and at least theoretically b can take the value zero. This

  will be mentioned in Section 7.
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Fig. 6. Illustration of velocity da/dt

al

lifting up the weight.

   The velocity component in the direction parallel to the asymptote is considered

to be the immediate consequence of reciprocating motion. In other words, the

power supply in the form of reciprocating motion with the vertical load applied

involves such a velocity component and the other one mentioned above is an indirect

effect, or the interaction between the profiles of sepecimens.i'

          5. Description of the process by a differential equation

   The characteristics are the foliowing two, as stated in the previous section:

       1) The inherent property in the lapping method.

       2) The interaction between the profiles.

   Assuming the linearity of the velocity components due to the above two pro-

perties, the following differential equation is obtained.

                       da                          =-e(Kba-b)+vo, ...............(2)
                        dt

where

      a==(ZI)'

      igb=:(Y3 IZ) : projection operator of a on the direction perpendicuiar to
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                  the asymptote, singular matrix,

      v: constant vector in the direction of the asymptote,

      b =:(2;) : distance between the origin and the asymptote,

      e : positive number.

    The first term of the right-hand member is for the characteristic 1) and the

second for the characteristic 2).

Putting Kl =-eKb, vi =vo+eb, Eq. (2) yields

             da ･                        . ...............(3)                = Kia+vi
             dt

As is well known, the solution of the above equation is of the fbrm,

             a(t) =e'('`+J8eKic`-s) vds. ...............(4)

On introducing new coordinates ep such that

             q== Hd,q===($,t)･ H= (C-Og[･.-(1/1'/4) glk((:Z21)･

we haye

            q(t)= :eHK'H -'` q(O) +J8 eEiKi" -i(t-s)Hvds . ,..............(5)

After integrating the second term of the right-hand side of Eq. (5) we see that

                 tqi(O)+v,,t ･ X
            9(t) == (e2k`q2(o)+ ik (e2kt- i)v,,1 ' '''"''''''''''(6)

where

            Ki=k(l l), k: negative constant, Hv= (;:;) : constant vector.

Eliminating the parameter t yields

            q,(o)= op2(201+ V2Pi ,v2pk, 9i(')- V2pi (7)

                       qi(O)
                   evpl

The directions of gi and q2 coincide with those of vo and T(a), respectively.

                    6. 3-workpiecelappingprocess

   We shall call each abrasion process `a stage' after the term `multistage process'.

Then the solution of Eq. (2) predicts the profile a(t) after any t meters of lapping

distance, provided the initial profile a(O) at a stage is given. At each stage any two

of the prepared three workpieces are abraded with each other, as already mentioned.
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At each stage there exists a third specimen not abraded. To include it in the system

equation (2), we introduce R3 (R: reals). An element of R3 is denoted by a. Thus

the extended equation cqn be written in the same fbrm as Eq. (2),

            da
              =Ka+v, - ......,........(8)            dt

where

      a "(ii)･ K==(K,), v=-(si),

and the subscript 3 is fbr the specimen not concerned in abralsion.

   Let A, B,･C be the names of the prepared three workpieces. Eq. (3) is for,the

representation of the trajectory of a in RS, the upper and lower workpieces being

selected from among the A, B, C. Hence, 'unless the correspondence between two

triples (A, B, C) and (1, 2, 3) is given, Eq. (3) has no meaning. To give the cor-

respondence, the concept of permutation is usefu1.

   The procedure is as fo11ows. Let S denote the set {1, 2, 3} which is the index

                                                                   .set of at 's, i=1, 2, 3 and @(S) the set of all permutations on S. Let a mapping

r: S-> U, (U= {A, B, C}) be such that nEg(S),

           r(z(1)) - A,

            r(n(2)) = B,

            r(n(3)) = C.

Ths means that if e, the identity element of S(S), is selected, then (1, 2, 3) = (A, B,

C). r=roz is one-to-one, so r-i, the inverse of r, exists. Thus the coordinate

transfbrmation P=(pti): V-> W] corresponding to T, can be constructed as fbllows.

al

a2

a3

Pll P12 PIS

P21 P22 P23

P31 P32 P3S

aA

aB

ac

) di=

aA

aB

ac

EV,

where pij's, the elements of , are such that

           1, if z-'(i) =v'      Pii= IO, otherwise.

This is just the ordinary procedure fbr numbering objects and transfbrming co-

ordinates.

   If the trajectories each of which is the solution of Eq. (3) at the n-th stage (n== 1,

2,..., N) are drawn in rv; then they are generally disconnected with one another,

since an(tn)¥a.+i(O) (t.: the lapped time at the n-th stage) in general. In L on the

contrary, the change in profile through all the stages can be drawn as a single tra-

jectory. In this aspect it is convenient to describe the process of the change in

profile in V. The coordinate transformation P is nonsingular and so it has the
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' inverse P-i which transfbrms a back to di. Thus Eq. (3) has the fbllowing fbrrn in V.

                ddai --p-iKpa+p-iv, , ,, ' ,･' ..............･.(9)

                dd"i='K'a+fi, ' , ...............(io)

                                      '
  where rt==P-'KP and D=P"v .

      3-workpiece lapping process as a multistage process is schematically shown in

  Fig. 7. In the figure each tk denotes the･length of lapping time (some tk's might

  be zero) and each subscript k is the number counted backward, i.e., k is connected

  to n so that k=N-n+1, since a functional equation of backward type will be

  employed.

FirstStage

(ZN,tN)

k=N

ao

Second
Stage

(ZN-1,tN-1)

k==N-1
---

n-thStage'

(ZK,tK)

k=N-n+1

N;thStage

(rr1,t1)

k==1

aF

           Fig. 7. Scheme of 3-workpiece. Iapping process as a multistage process

    Now let us consider an NLstage process and the problem of improving the

flatness (straightness) of the final profile aF, or the profile when the process termi-

nates, within the prescribed tolerance of flatness, say af (a real number), which is

supposed to be the absolute value allowed equally for each component of aF.

    Such a question arises that under what condition a(O), some initial profile of

the process can attain the region O(af) restricted by [aAI, [aBI, [ac E{:af. For ex-

ample, which subset of V is the set G whose elements are reachable to O(af), given

af or, conversely, what condition on af is required in order that G== V. Required

here is the answer to the latter, since the purpose of 3-workpiece lapping is to flatten

any provided surface profile.

    Let us define.R, U, L Our, G as fo11ows.

            R(a): region attainable in finite time from a.

            U(b): {a: aE Wand satisfies ai+a2+b<O.}.

            I(a) : R(a) n O(af).

            Om(a): {a:aE PV and satisfiesIaii,ia21, a3 f{gaf.}.

            G: {a:afVand I(a)ijl}.

Then the fbllowing statement holds, as will be seen below.

   ij' the number of stages N2;)3 and af is cletermined so that O.(af) n U(b)AFI,

then G= V. ...............(A)

    If the identity element e is taken, trajectories are in the plane ac=const. and

are as shown in Fig. 8(a). The case of
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          aB

-

(a)

aB

7Fe

aA

aA

                               (b) 7v==Xi2

                         Fig. 8. Direction fields

                            nt2 == (5?i)

is shown in Fig. 8(b).

   Thus if the third component ac of a has already satisfied the condition that

laclSaf, then it fbllows that through at most two stages a can attain O(af) as shown

in Fig. 9, i.e., if an initial profile a (laci s;: af) is a point in the shaded region, it needs

only a single stage to reach O(af), otherwise two stages. In case of lacl>af, if

lacl can be decreased so that iaclsgaf a has a path to O(af) by the subsequent

procedure discussed above. Hence it suMces to show that it is able to decrease

Iacl less than af. Ifac>af, take

                            nis=(53?)

for instance. The semitrajectory (t;)O) crosses the region laclf{:af. It is obvious

from Fig. 8(a), substituting aA by ac. In like manner,one can take

                           .,,, - (g?g)
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                       (with ac, Iac I< af)

to let lacl sg af when ac < -af .

   According to the statement (A), the process of three stages is fundamental in

the sense that if the process is allowed at most three stages, an arbitrary initial profile

a E Vdoes have at least one path to O(af).

    Here we shall deal with the problem of minimizing the time required fbr a E V

to reach O(af). Assume that at each stage any element of @(S) can be taken.

Suppose the same element of S(S), say n, is taken at some successive two stages,

then it is natural to regard them as a single stage n. Hence, in more detail, the

permutation element must be chosen from

            Sk(S) :@(S)/{rrk-i},

                    nk-i : the element of @(S) taken at the (k-1)st stage,

at each stage numbered k, k ;l) 2.

    Applying the principle of optimality in the theory of dynamic programming,

the fo11owing functional equation is obtained.

            jFle(a)==min[tk(q)+.F:k-i(T(a, n, g)], k=:1, 2, ... N, ...............(11)

                  z, q

where Fk (a): the minimum time required to reach O(af) starting with a profile a at

            stage k and ending at stage 1 employing an optimal policy,

         tk : tk(q)==ql}li O, the lapping time at the stage k,
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minimum time fb

O(af),

from the fact already mentioned that the successive two stages employing the same

n should be regarded as a single stage.

   Numerical calculation was made fbr the case N=3 (load==5.2 kg, interval==30

sec.s). The results are shown in Table 1. In the examples each component of the

initial profiles are the same in absolute value. The total lapping distance ofExample

1, however, is much less than that of Example 2. The difference in speed due to

the characteristic 2) causes such an effect.

     T: Vx@(S)×R.V; a transfbrmation which gives the profile after being
       lapped fbr the time g and employing n started with a, or the solution

       of Eq. (10), P determined.

At each stage a pair of parameters z, q must be determined. Ev(ao) gives the

          r ao to attain O(af). ao does not always reqvire N stages to reach

  so, in essence, the process may be of n(<IV) stages. This is also explained

Table 1. Evaluation of optimal policies

unit:mm-i

n-th
StaeEx.

rlrai

The

Lapped

Distance
(m)

Stage

n
(1,2,3)

nio

profileatthebeginnigofn-thstage.Theprofilewhenthrough.

1 (A,C,B) ･Eo=(50.0,60.0,80.0)(27.4,60.0,61.1) 5:7

1
2 (A,B,C) (27.4,60.0,6Ll)(15.0,50.2,61.1) 4.0

3 (C,B,A) (15.0,50.2,6Ll)(15.0,15.0,15.0)==5F 16.5

Total26.2

1 (C,B,A) Eo,==(-50.0,-60.0,-80.0)(-50.0,-15.0,L48.0) 21.6.

2 (A,C,B) (-50.0,-15.0,-48.0)' (-14.5,-15.0,-27.0) 21.6
2

3 (C,A,B) (-14.5,-15.0,-27.0)(-15.0,-15.0,-15.0)=aF 25.0

Total68.2
ao :initial profile 'li F : final profile

'

   Experiments were also designed and carried out according to the optimal policies

previously determined fbr the initial values. The results are shown in Table 2.

The difference of the actual final profile from the calculated one comes from the fact

that the real process is a nonstationary stochastic process and the deviation from the

expected value which is no other than the solution of Eq. (5) increases with time.

Therefore some stochastic treatment is required to take into account such a fluctuation

of a.2)

7.' Discussion on the case b=O

   We shall be concerned with the case'b.=

between the results of Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 lies

the distance between the asymptote and the

O in Eq. (2).

in the position

origin Hbll is

The major discrepancy

 of the asymptote, i.e.,

shorter in,the case of
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Table 2 Experimental results obtained employing optimal policies

unit : Mm' 1

73

Stage

n

(1,2,3)
,"aisY.-`.h

The

Lapped
Distance

(m)profileatthebeginnigofn-thstagaTheprofilewhen

nrao

,through.

i,=(-52.6,-66.7,-76.3)(-20.0,-66..7,-53.0)
1 (C,A,B)

i,L-(-52.6,-66.7,-76.3)(-22.9,-66.7,in60.3)
14.7

(-20.0,-66.7,-53.0)(-20.0,-41.5,-15.0)
2 (B,C,A)

(-22.9,-66.7,-60.3)(-22.9,r51.5,-28.7)
20.3

(-20.0,-41.5,-15.0)(--T15.0,-15.0,-15.0)=a,'
3 (A,B,C)

(-22.9,-51.5,-28.7)(-27.0,-13.0,-15.0)==ig
35.0

Total70.0

(b)

Lunit : mm-i

Stage

n
(1,2,3)

nEi
n-thStage

Irvao

whenthrough.

Lapped
Distance
(m)Theprofileatthebeginnigofn-thstage.Theprofile

oro=(54.3,-54.4,-73.3)(54.3,3.3,-40.4)
1 (C,B,A)

na',?=(54.3,-54.4,-73.3)(54.3,4.7,-44.0)
17.2

(54.3,3.3,-40.4)(15.0,-19.0,-40.4)
2 (A,B,C)

(54.3,4.7,-44.0)(24.4,-19.Jr,-44.0)
11.9

(15.0,-19.4,-40.4)(15.0,-15.0,-15.0)=E,
3 (B,C,A)

(24.4,-19.5,-44.0)(24.4,-IL8,-17.5)==6g
14.9

Total44.0

Eo:initial profile (==E6':)

S18 :initial profile (actual)

tr F

a,E.

:final profile

:final profile

(calculated)

(actual)

Fig. 4 than in the case of Fig. 3. The probable explanation of this is that the rate

of wear and fracture of abrasives decreases as the interval mentioned in Section 3

and the applied load decrease3'. Since in the simulation Postulate (3) is assumed,

the process is ideal and the point where the asymptote cuts the a2 axis is positive.

Consequently, b can take the value zero.

   In such a situation profiles can be approached arbitrarily close to the origin

in finite time by the 3-workpiece lapping process, but can not exactly reach the

origin except when they happen to be on the asymptote which is the straight line

through the origin.

   The system of b:=O can also be obtained by coordinate transfbrmation d==a-b.

It is not, however, of b=::O in its own right at all, and is merely fbr convenience sake,

since the origin in this case does not correspond to the flat surface. The situation

stated in the previous paragraph also holds true. From this the condition O.(af) n

U(a) ¥l is required to be G= V.
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8. Concluslons

    A detcrministic treatment of 3-workpiece lapping process was given. The

differential equation derived for the description of the change in proMe was based

upon the fbllowing characteristics:

    1) The inherent property in the lapping method.

   2) The interaction between profiles of workpieces.

It was shown that the process of three stages is a fundamental one in the sense that

any profile approximated by parabola can be fiattened to a good extent. App!ying

the principle of optimality an effective procedure fbr fiattening was also discussed.

1
)2
)3
)
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